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Abstract. We report a linear-time string-matching algorithm for a random-access machine without 
dynamic storage allocation. To do this, we tell how to adapt a cited algorithm to fill its dynamic 
storage needs by temporarily borrowing some of the space occupied by the input pattern. In 
automata-theoretic terms, we tell how to adapt he cited algorithm to run on a writing multihead 
finite automaton with a restricted writing alphabet. 
1. Introduction 
In an earlier paper [3], we asked whether any variant of the linear-time string- 
matching algorithm of Knuth, Morris, and Pratt [4] could be implemented as a 
FORTRAN subroutine. Although a FORTRAN subroutine can use a variable- 
length array if it receives the array and its length as arguments, every local storage 
location must be allocated when the subroutine is compiled; i.e., there is no provision 
for storage allocation 'dynamically', during execution. The Knuth-Morris-Pratt 
algorithm, however, uses a number of local storage locations which grows with the 
size of the input to the algorithm. This rules out any straightforward implementation 
which is completely general (at least in principle). Linear-time algorithms we 
developed [3, Theorem 1] use numbers of local storage locations which grow much 
more slowly, but which do still grow. In this note, we show that a fixed number of 
local storage locations does suffice, at least for an implementation which is slightly 
less 'straightforward'. 
The string-matching problem is to find all instances of a 'pattern' character string x 
as a subword (contiguous substring) in a 'text' string y. In [3], we stipulated that a 
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'straightforward implementation' would neither change the contents of the [x[ + [y[ 
memory locations initially containing x and y nor store more than O(log(Ix[ + lyl)) 
bits (enough for an arbitrary reference into x or y) in a single memory location. (We 
use ]w] to denote the length of the character string w, and 'big-O' to denote 'at most 
some constant times'.) In this note, we relax the first constraint, but we assume ach 
of the Ixl § lyl memory locations involved is large enough to hold only one symbol 
from the pattern's and text's alphabet. In the case that the alphabet is binary, for 
example, the pattern and text are supplied in an array of Ixl § lyl one-bit registers. 
The algorithm we describe will never change the contents of text registers, and it 
will change the contents of pattern registers only before the first text character is 
read. (As we point out later, the original pattern is not lost. An additional linear-time 
postprocessing phase, after the entire text has been read, could restore the pattern 
registers to their original state.) The only significant local storage locations will hold a 
pointer into the text and a fixed number of pointers into the pattern. Moreover, the 
only necessary pointer arithmetic will be 'add 1' and 'subtract 1', the latter only for 
pattern pointers. In other words, we will describe a somewhat restricted writing 
multihead finite automaton. 
In [3], although we did not explicitly formulate the machine model, we described a 
string-matching algorithm which can run in linear time on a multihead finite 
automaton with a single, one-way, read-only text input head; a fixed number of 
two-way, read-only pattern input heads; and the following primitive instructions: 
(1) Branch according to the next text character. 
(2) Announce the end of a pattern instance in the text. 
(3) Branch according to the pattern character or endmarker scanned by pattern 
head i. 
(4) Shift pattern head i right or left (but not beyond an endmarker). 
(5) Permanently store the position currently occupied by pattern head i. 
(6) Branch according to whether the position currently occupied by pattern head i
has ever been stored. 
Moreover, in the terminology of [3] (reviewed below), the sequence of stored 
pattern positions is GATE(0), GATE(l)  . . . . .  GATE(2/), where l = O(loglx[); and 
all these positions are stored before the first text character is read. The algorithm, 
together with an implementation for the particular instances of instructions (5) and 
(6) which arise, is described in the proof of Theorem 5 in [3]. In this note we describe 
an alternative implementation for these same instances. For this implementation, we 
allow the pattern heads to write, but only characters already in the pattern alphabet. 
(Without this restriction, the automaton could simply implement Fischer and 
Paterson's linear-time string-matching Turing machine [1] on a 'second track' of the 
pattern input tape.) The total additional time for the implementation is proportional 
to the pattern length. Hence, we show that instructions (5) and (6) in the result stated 
above can be replaced by 
(7) Change the pattern character scanned by pattern head i to the pattern 
character o" (from the same alphabet). 
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2. The GATE sequence 
It is nice properties of the GATE sequence that make our algorithm possible. To 
record a representation f that sequence, our algorithm could overwrite some long 
enough repeated segment of the pattern, if there were one. This does work, because 
longer GATE sequences can arise only from patterns with long periodic substrings. 
More specifically, Lemmas 3and 4 below will guarantee that each pattern has a prefix 
of the form www, with w exponentially longer than the pattern's GATE sequence. 
Our algorithm will write over the third instance of w in such a prefix, and move its 
notes to longer such prefixes as the GATE sequence grows. 
Consider any fixed pattern x. With some prefixes of x, we will associate shift 
distances via the map KMP3. When it is defined, KMP3(q) will be the shortest 
nontrivial shift p such that the pattern prefix of length q matches where it overlaps 
with a copy of itself shifted that far; but KMP3(q) will be undefined if that shift would 
have to exceed 89 More concisely, for each q ~< ]x[ define 
KMP3(q) = min-if-any{p 1[0, q]x has prefix [p, q]x & 0 < p <~ 89 
where [i, j]w denotes that substring of the character string w which starts at position 
i + 1 and ends at position j. (We will use [i, j] (without he subscript) to refer to the 
sequence of positions.) The GATE sequence will be a succinct representation f the 
partial function KMP3. 
On its domain, KMP3 is nondecreasing. Let VAL(1)<-. .  <VAL(I) be the 
sequence of distinct values it assumes. The GATE sequence will indicate, where each 
of these values is first and last assumed; it will turn out that KMP3 is defined and equal 
to the value at every point in between (this is the second clause of Lemma 2 below). 
Take GATE(0) = 0 and, for each r (1 ~< r ~< l), 
GATE(2r - 1) = min{q [KMP3(q) = VAL(r)}, 
GATE(2r) = 1 + max{q [KMP3(q) = VAL(r)}. 
The following four lemmas summarize properties of the GATE sequence. For 
proofs, consult [3]. 
Lemma 1. GATE(0) < GATE(I) < . . .  < GATE(2/). 
Lemma 2. For each q <~ Ixl, define LOC(q) = max{r I q >I GATE(r)}. Then 
f undefined, /f LOC(q) is even, 
KMP3(q) 
--[VAL((LOC(q) ~ + 1)/2), /f LOC(q) is odd. 
Lemma 3. For each r ( l~r<~l),  VAL(r )=GATE(2r -1) /3 .  (Hence, [0, 
GATE(2r - 1)Ix is of the form www.) 
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Lemma 4. For each r (1 ~< r < l), GATE(2r + 1) I> 2" GATE(2r -  1). 
O(log GATE(2r - 1)).) 
(Hence, r = 
3.  The  imp lementat ion  
Our implementation f the instances of instructions (5) and (6) will make use of 
one more lemma proved in [3]: 
Lemma 5. For each increasing sequence of integers 0 = Co < ca < c2 <" 9 9 < c,, = B 
('landmarks'), consider a B-bounded counter which can be incremented by 1, decre- 
mented by 1, tested for O, tested for B, and also tested for (anonymous) membership in
{Co, cx, c2 . . . . .  cm}. Any  such counter can be described by the marked concatenation of
the binary representations of the successive differences c l -  Co, c2 -  Ca . . . . .  cm -cm- l .  
There is a fixed multihead Turing machine which, given any such description on its 
tape, can simulate the corresponding counter in real time and in space proportional to 
the length of the description. 
The 'original' pattern heads, those used in the algorithm with instructions (5) and 
(6), will be present in the modified version as well. In addition, there will be some 
fixed number of additional 'auxiliary' pattern heads. Two such heads will be used to 
mark the two most recently 'stored' pattern positions; since GATE(0) < GATE(l) < 
9 9  9  these heads will have to shift at most Ixl times each. Additionally, assuming the 
most recent pattern position to be 'stored' was either GATE(2r - 1) or GATE(2r), it 
will suffice somehow to maintain for each original head a counter with landmarks 
GATE(0) . . . . .  GATE(2r - 1). By Lemma 5, these counters can be simulated in real 
time using O(r.log GATE(2r -1) )= O(log 2 GATE(2r-1))  bits of space on a 
multihead Turing machine tape, if we also maintain the marked concatenation 
of the binary representations of GATE(1)-GATE(0) . . . .  ,GATE(2r -1 ) -  
GATE(2r-2) .  Let c be so large that this tape unit and the marked concatenation 
require at most c. log22 GATE(2r -  1) bits of storage9 If GATE(2r -  1) is so small 
that c 9 log22 GATE(2r -  1) > GATE(2r -  1)/3, then the tape unit can be simulated 
in finite control; otherwise, itwill suffice to 'borrow' GATE(2r - 1)/3 positions from 
the pattern and to simulate the tape unit with additional auxiliary heads there. (We 
assume the pattern alphabet has at least two symbols; otherwise, there is a trivial 
linear-time algorithm.) 
The borrowed segment will be [2. GATE(2r - 1)/3, GATE(2r - 1)]. By definition, 
[0, GATE(2r -  1)]~ has prefix [VAL(r), GATE(2r -  1)Ix = [GATE(2r-  1)/3, 
GATE(2r-1)]x; so the correct contents of the borrowed segment will still be 
9 available in the segment [GATE(2r - 1)/3, 2. GATE(2r -  1)/3]. An auxiliary head 
will trail GATE(2r - 1)/3 positions behind each original head (reversing direction at 
the left endmarker, as if it were a 'fold', when necessary), toread the correct pattern 
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symbol when the original head is in the borrowed segment. To watch for the latter 
situation, we station an auxiliary head at each end of the borrowed segment. 
Unless c.log2 2 GATE(2r+ 1)>GATE(2r+I ) /3 ,  some written adjustment is 
necessary when GATE(2r+ 1) has to be 'stored'; but time O(GATE(2r+ 1)) will 
suffice. At most three pattern segments are involved: 
real = [•ATE(2r - 1)/3, 2. GATE(2r - 1)/3], 
brw = [2. GATE(2r - 1)/3, GATE(2r - 1)], 
brw'= [2. GATE(2r + 1)/3, GATE(2r + 1)]. 
(By Lemma 4, these segments do not overlap.) The marked concatenation 
of the binary representations of GATE(1) -GATE(0)  . . . . .  GATE(2r -1 ) -  
GATE(2r -2 )  must be copied from brw (or from finite control) into brw'. The binary 
representations of GATE(2r) - GATE(2r - 1) and GATE(2r + 1) - GATE(2r) must 
be calculated and appended to the marked concatenation. Each counter maintained 
in brw (or in finite control) must be emptied into a corresponding new counter to be 
maintained in brw'. The auxiliary head trailing each original head must be reposi- 
tioned GATE(2r + 1)/3 positions behind that head, and the auxiliary heads delimi- 
ting brw must be moved to delimit brw'. Finally, the original contents of brw must 
be restored from real. Since the time for this adjustment is O(GATE(2r+I)) ,  
the total time for all such adjustment is O(GATE(1) )+O(GATE(3) )+. . .+  
O(GATE(2I - 1)). By Lemma 4, this sum is O(GATE(2I - 1)) = O(Ix[). So the total 
additional time for the new implementation is indeed only proportional to the 
pattern length. 
Remark. While the text is being read above, only the pattern segment 
[2 .GATE(2 / -1 ) /3 ,  GATE(2/ -1) ]  might not contain its original contents. An 
additional postprocessing phase, after the entire text has been read, could restore the 
original contents of this segment from [GATE(2/ -1) /3 ,  2. GATE(2 / -1 ) /3 ]  in 
additional time O(Ixl). 
7. Concluding remarks 
For a number of reasons, the significance of the algorithm described above is 
strictly theoretical. For all practical purposes, linear-time algorithms described in [3] 
will never actually require dynamic storage allocation (see [3] for a discussion). 
Furthermore, our algorithm has embedded in it at least two very complicated Turing 
machine algorithms [2, 5], via Lemma 5 (see [3]). The algorithm was designed to 
keep its description simple, not to keep the literal algorithm simple or to keep the 
constant multiple in its linear running time small. 
It remains open whether a FORTRAN subroutine can (in principle) perform 
string-matching in linear time without temporarily modifying its arguments. We 
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con jecture  that a nonwr i t ing mul t ihead  finite automaton  cannot per form str ing-  
match ing in l inear t ime. 
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